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Liquid-disordered phaseElectroporation is the basis for the transfection of genetic material and for drug delivery to cells, including
electrochemotherapy for cancer. By means of molecular dynamics many aspects of membrane electroporation
have been unveiled at themolecular detail in simple, homogeneous, lipid bilayers. However, the correspondence
of these ﬁndings \with the process happening in cell membranes requires, at least, the consideration of laterally
structured membranes. Here, I present a systematic molecular dynamics study of bilayers composed of different
liquid-ordered and liquid-disordered lipid phases subjected to a transversal electric ﬁeld. The simulations reveal
two signiﬁcant results. First, the electric ﬁeld mainly affects the properties of the disordered phases, so that
electroporation takes place in these membrane regions. Second, the smaller the disordered domains are, the
faster they become electroporated. These ﬁndings may have a relevant signiﬁcance in the experimental
application of cell electroporation in vivo since it implies that electro-induced and pore-mediated transport
processes occur in particularly small disordered domains of the plasma membrane, thus locally affecting only
speciﬁc regions of the cell.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Reversible pores in cell membranes can be induced by the application
of an electricﬁeld. This technique is referred as electropermeabilization or
electroporation [1], and has been used in numerous applications in
biotechnology and medicine. It is a common technique for introducing
genetic material in cells [2], and for delivering drugs across the cell
membrane [3]. The latter applicationhas resulted in a tool to battle cancer,
the electrochemotherapy [4,5], based on the electroformation of
reversible pores in the cell membrane, allowing the delivery of non-
permeant drugs inside tumor cells and locally enhancing their cytotoxic
effects.
Atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been adopted
as a powerful method to study membrane pore formation when a
transverse electric ﬁeld is applied [6]. Following this approach, several
works have been devoted to the numerical investigation of electro-
poration in single-component bilayers, the molecular mechanism of
this phenomenon has been unveiled, at least for simple systems [7–9],
and the different stages of pore formation have been characterized
[10]. Recently, MD numerical simulations have even reproduced the
transfection of a siRNA double-strand following the latter mentioned
pore-mediated mechanism [11].red; ld, Liquid-disordered; Chol,
earoylphosphatidylcholine
. Tel.: +34 934039290.
ights reserved.Despite its doubtless utility,MD studies performed so far have amajor
drawback. Real biological membranes are not homogeneous bilayers
but lateral heterogeneous media with a complex nanoscale lipidic
organization [12]. There is a general consensus that cell membranes are
laterally structured in ﬂuid regions with different phasic behavior and
lipid composition. As a ﬁrst approximation, this view can be simpliﬁed
as the coexistence of liquid-ordered (lo) phases containing saturated
lipids and cholesterol, and liquid-disordered (ld) phases rich in
unsaturated lipids and low contents of cholesterol [13,14]. Such
organization is often conceptualized in terms of nanoscale aggregates
of saturated lipids and cholesterol, referred as lipid rafts [15],
surrounded by a ld lipid phase. Therefore, any correlation between
results from MD simulations of electroporation in lipid bilayers and
the electroporation phenomenon in biological membranes should
consider, at least at a simple level, the organization in lo/ld regions.
This step has been done here by performing a collection of systematic
atomistic MD simulations of laterally structured lipid membranes
under the inﬂuence of a transversal electric ﬁeld. The role of the phasic
characteristics and size of membrane domains is analyzed with respect
to their ability to become electroporated.
2. Methods
Atomistic MD simulations of phospholipid bilayer systems composed
of dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC), distearoylphosphatidylcholine
(DSPC) and cholesterol (Chol) have been carried out. Simulations were
performed using the GROMACS software package [16]. For the phos-
pholipid molecules, the standard united-atom force-ﬁeld parameters
developed by Berger et al. [17] were used together with the appropriate
Fig. 1. Raft-like domain membrane. (a) Voronoi tessellation of a leaﬂet of the raft-like
membrane systems after 200 ns of simulation (E = 0). Color code: DOPC (red), DSPC
(green) and Chol (cyan). (b) Area per PC (solid) and thickness (dashed) proﬁles plotted
with respect to the center of mass of the central patch. An average over the last 48 ns
has been performed for the case E= 0 (black). For the simulation with an electric ﬁeld
(red, E = 350 mV/nm), the average over 10 ns has been performed before pore is
generated.
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parameters of Holtje et al. [19] were adapted for Chol, and the simple
point charge model was employed for water. LINCS and SETTLE
algorithms were used to preserve bond lengths in lipid and water
molecules, respectively. A single 1.0 nm cut-off distance was used for
Lennard–Jones interactions, and electrostatic interactions were handled
using the particle-mesh Ewald method with a real space cut-off of
1.0 nm. Periodic boundary conditions were used in all three directions,
and the time step was set to 2 fs. Simulations were carried out in the
NpT ensemble at p=1 atm and T=310 K. The pressure coupling was
applied separately in the bilayer plane (x,y) and the perpendicular
direction (z). This simulation protocol has been successfully applied in
previous MD simulations [20], and the obtained values for structural
membrane properties (in the absence of an external electric ﬁeld) such
as the area per molecule, the membrane thickness, and the scattering
form factors are consistent with experimental data for DOPC and
DOPC/Chol bilayers (see Ref. [20]).
The simulated bilayers consist in different combinations of ld and lo
phases, the former exclusively composed by the unsaturated lipid
DOPC, and the latter represented by a mixture of the fully saturated
lipid DSPC and 20%mol Chol. A ﬁrst set of simulations is performed for
bilayers composed of a central lo patch surrounded by a ld phase,
mimicking the structure of a lipid raft nanodomain [15]. The initial
structure of this membrane systemwas generated from an equilibrated
DSPC/Chol bilayer where all Chol and DSPC molecules placed further
than a given distance from the center of the (x,y) simulation plane
were removed or changed to DOPC, respectively. The mentioned
distance was chosen so that the ﬁnal system contained 256 DOPC, 256
DSPC and 64 Chol molecules, evenly distributed in the two leaﬂets. A
circular patch of DSPC/20%Chol surrounded by DOPC was obtained as
a starting conﬁguration for the raft-like membrane system. A second
set of simulations corresponds to the inverse conﬁguration: a central
ld domain (256 DOPC molecules, ld_256 domain) surrounded by a lo
phase (256 DSPC and 64 Chol molecules). In this case, additionally, ld
domains are simulated for different decreasing sizes. Following the
procedure described above, the following ld patches have been
generated: 192DOPC/320DSPC/80Chol (ld_192 domain), 128DOPC/
384DSPC/96Chol (ld_128 domain), 96DOPC/416DSPC/104Chol (ld_96
domain) and 64DOPC/448DSPC/112Chol (ld_64 domain). Simulations
for the lo and ld nanodomains were run in the absence of any external
electric ﬁeld for at least 50 ns [21]. In both cases, equilibration is
achieved in the ﬁrst 10 ns, and during the remaining simulation time
the phase-segregated nature of the simulated membrane systems is
preserved (the simulation temperature is below the phase segregation
temperature). Ten conﬁgurations corresponding to the last 10 ns of
the latter simulations are saved as starting points to run the replicas
for the simulations with an applied external electric ﬁeld E. The electric
ﬁeld is applied in the direction normal to themembrane (x,y) plane, and
each simulation is then run for a maximum of 20ns or until membrane
collapses due to an excessive pore size.
Structural analysis of the simulated membranes was performed by
the use of Voronoi tessellation. The chosen key atoms for tessellation
are the carbon group linking glycerol and phosphate groups for PC
molecules, and the hydroxyl group for Chol molecules. Key atoms of
each leaﬂet are projected onto a plane and Voronoi tessellation is
performed (see [22] for details). Membrane properties like area per
molecule, membrane thickness and lipid tail ordering can be computed
and differential values can be assigned to each component of the
membrane according to the corresponding Voronoi polygon. In
particular, membrane thickness is computed for each PC molecule
in the bilayer as the distance between its phosphorous group and
the phosphorous group of the transbilayer PC neighbor molecule.
All reported membrane properties for the simulations with an
applied electric ﬁeld are computed during the time period where
the membrane keeps its bilayer conformation before any pore is
generated.3. Results and discussion
3.1. Raft-like patch membranes subjected to an electric ﬁeld
3.1.1. Modiﬁcation of membrane structural properties
An equilibration simulation of the central lo patch surrounded by a ld
phase (raft-like membrane system) has been performed for 200ns (no
external electric ﬁeld yet). After that time, the domain remains
immiscible and thebilayer systemkeeps the heterogeneous distribution
of its structural properties (see Fig. 1a). The area per PC molecule and
membrane thickness have been averaged and plotted in Fig. 1b with
respect to the distance to the center of mass of the raft-like domain, r.
The values at the edges of the proﬁles are in agreement with the ones
reported in Ref. [21] for homogeneous lo and ld membranes, and they
are connected by a gradual variation along the domain boundary. As
expected [6–10], when the electric ﬁeld is applied, the total membrane
Fig. 3. Effects on water penetration. Density proﬁles for PC molecules (dashed), water
(solid) and phosphate groups (dotted) are plotted in the absence (black) and in the
presence (red, E=350mV/nm) of an electric ﬁeld. (a) Central lo patch. (b) Surrounding
ld phase. An average over 48 ns has been performed for the case E=0, whereas for E=
350mV/nm the average over 10 ns has been performed before pore is generated.
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phases. For the lowest electric ﬁeld, E=350mV/nm [9], the changes in
area per PC are computed before any pore is formed and plotted in
Fig. 1b. Whereas the ordered domain only shows a slight increase of the
area per DSPC (less than 2%), the disordered surroundings display a
considerable expansion of area per DOPC (up to a 25% of increment).
Consistently, membrane thickness is almost unaltered in the raft domain
but signiﬁcantly reduced (up to a 17%) in its surroundings (see Fig. 1b).
The internal ordering of lipids is also affected in a differentialmanner
by the applied ﬁeld. A typical way to quantify the internal ordering of
lipid membranes is to compute the ordering of the phospholipid chains
bymeans of the deuteriumorder parameter, SCD, proﬁles [23]. The order
parameter is deﬁned asSCD ¼ 32 cos2θ− 12
 
where θ is the angle between
the carbon–deuterium bond and the bilayer normal, and the angular
brackets denote averaging over time and over all bonds in a given
carbon position. Larger values for−SCD imply higher chain ordering. A
signiﬁcant drop is typically found in the DOPC proﬁles at the location
of its double bond due to its particular conformation. −SCD proﬁles
are plotted in Fig. 2 for the DSPC molecules forming the core of the
central patch (r b 3 nm, see Fig. 1b) and for the DOPC molecules in the
disordered phase (rN6nm, see Fig. 1b). It is clear that the electric ﬁeld
has a stronger disordering effect in the ld phase than in the central lo
domain. The average of the proﬁles, b−SCDN, clearly quantiﬁes this
differential inﬂuence: b−SCDN is reduced in a 55% for DOPC molecules
when applying the electric ﬁeld (from 0.109 to 0.049), whereas the
variation for DSPC is almost imperceptible (from 0.342 to 0.330).
Importantly for the electroporation process, insertion of water in the
hydrophobic region of the membrane is signiﬁcantly enhanced in the
disordered phase and almost unaltered in the lo domain. In Fig. 3, the
mass density “z”-proﬁles are plotted for the central patch (r b 3 nm,
see Fig. 1b) and its disordered environment (r N 6 nm, see Fig. 1b). In
the ordered domain, water hardly penetrates deeper than the location
of phosphate groups, and the electricﬁeld does notmodify this behavior
(Fig. 3a). Instead, water molecules are promoted to explore more inner
regions of the disordered membrane phase, particularly when the
electric ﬁeld is applied (Fig. 3b).
All changes inmembrane properties reported so far can be related to
a more general bilayer property: its cohesive nature, quantiﬁed by the
area expansivity modulus that corresponds to the free energy variation
relative to the variation of membrane area in the absence of bending
and shear modes [24,25]. When an electric ﬁeld is applied to a lipidFig. 2. Effects on lipid ordering. Deuterium order parameter −SCD proﬁles for DSPC
molecules in the central lo patch (solid) and DOPC molecules in the surrounding
ld phase (dashed). Proﬁles are plotted in the absence (black) and in the presence (red,
E= 350 mV/nm) of an electric ﬁeld. An average over 48 ns has been performed for the
case E=0whereas for E=350mV/nm the average over 10ns has been performed before
pore is generated.bilayer, it induces a compressive stress perpendicular (and inward) to
the bilayer surface that results in membrane expansion [24,26]. The
response (expansion) of themembrane once the electric ﬁeld is applied
depends on the membrane expansivity modulus, so that it can be used
to indirectly estimate its cohesive nature. Analysis of previous structural
properties clearly shows that the electric ﬁeld modiﬁes signiﬁcantly,
and almost exclusively, the more disordered (less cohesive) regions of
a heterogeneous lipidmembrane. The ordered domain, instead, displays
a much larger cohesion so it remains rather unaltered by the external
electric ﬁeld. It has been demonstrated experimentally that increasing
membrane cohesion (for instance, by adding cholesterol) cohesion
generally results in an electromechanical rupture of the membrane at
larger critical voltages [25–27]. The differential cohesive nature of
heterogeneous membranes is therefore going to be important in their
electroporation behavior.
3.1.2. Electroporation of raft-like membranes
The simulations performed for heterogeneous raft-like patched
membranes also display the generation of stable water pores. As it is
shown in Fig. 4, the sequence of pore formation follows themechanism
reported in previous studies [6–10]. In short, the applied external ﬁeld
disorders the water–membrane interface and generates a water defect
(ﬂuctuation) that initiates pore formation. The water defect develops
into a column of water molecules that penetrates into the inner region
of the bilayer, forming a non-stable hydrophobic pore. Further on,
phospholipid head groups reorient in order to cover the water column
and form a stable hydrophilic pore. Interestingly, Fig. 4 shows how the
poration process takes place exclusively in the disordered DOPC phase
of themembrane (see below). For completeness, it is important to notice
that the electropores generated in the simulations grow continuously
during the time the electric ﬁeld is applied. Under these circumstances
the pore expands to the size of the simulated bilayer patch and the
membrane collapses. Reversible pores can be obtained if the electric
ﬁeld is removed [10], or stable pores can be obtained and maintained
with a ﬁxed size by reducing the applied ﬁeld [28].
Different electric ﬁeld values and 10 replicas of the equilibrated raft-
like membrane for each value have been simulated. The poration times
τ (time period before pore formation is initiated upon the electric ﬁeld
is applied) are provided in Table 1, and reveal the stochastic nature of
Fig. 4. Electroporation of a raft-likemembrane. Snapshots for the pore formation and growth processes in the raft-like domainmembrane systemwith an applied electric ﬁeld E=350mV/nm.
The stages of pore initiation (panels a), stabilization (panels b) and growth (panels c and d) are plotted. At each time, two views are presented: a surface (x,y) view, and a 0.3nm-thick slice view
in one diagonal direction (from the left-upper corner to the right-bottom corner). In the surface views periodic boundary conditions have been used to place the pore at the center of the panels.
DOPC, DSPC and Cholmolecules are plotted in red, green and cyan, respectively. Phosphate groups of PCmolecules are plotted using yellow beads.Watermolecules are plottedwith blue sticks.
For clarity, water molecules are removed in the (x,y) view.
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the water/membrane interface increases with the applied ﬁeld, so if
a stronger ﬁeld is applied, a shorter time is needed to porate the
membrane [9]. More importantly, however, is the following observation:
in all simulations, pores are formed in the disordered region of the
membrane system. In the 60 simulations of the raft-like domain, the
pore (as it is shown in Fig. 4) is always initiated and grows in the
disordered lipid phase, so that lipids in the ordered phase (DSPC andTable 1
Poration time τ (ns) for 10 simulation replicas of each structured membrane system at
different electric ﬁeldsa,b.
E (mV/nm) Raft-like domain
350 12.2 5.2 7.9 17.0 11.5 8.6 3.3 7.5 4.8 3.9
400 3.9 1.1 2.1 4.7 2.6 6.1 0.7 3.8 4.5 3.7
500 1.7 2.3 b0.5 4.3 3.0 1.8 1.8 5.1 2.0 b0.5
750 b0.5 1.5 b0.5 1.8 3.6 0.8 2.1 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5
1000 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5
1500 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 1.2 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5
ld_256 domain
350 17.2 4.7 9.6 11.1 7.0 2.9 6.8 6.6 13.3 8.2
400 0.8 1.0 3.8 4.0 3.5 1.5 2.2 8.7 4.7 5.8
500 3.8 b0.5 b0.5 0.6 0.8 3.0 2.7 1.1 4.1 b0.5
750 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 1.2 1.2 b0.5 b0.5 3.0 2.7 b0.5
1000 1.3 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5
1500 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5
ld_192 domain
350 18.7 10.1 4.2 3.2 8.6 1.8 2.7 12.0 5.9 9.8
ld_128 domain
350 7.5 12.0 2.7 1.5 8.5 b0.5 5.5 4.3 2.2 6.3
ld_96 domain
350 1.8 3.2 b0.5 5.2 6.5 3.9 3.2 2.8 5.4 b0.5
ld_64 domain
350 3.4 2.0 b0.5 b0.5 1.7 b0.5 b0.5 4.0 2.3 1.1
400 b0.5 b0.5 3.2 1.2 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 1.5 b0.5 b0.5
500 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 2.1 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5
750 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5
1000 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5
1500 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5 b0.5
aPore formation causes a sudden increase of the totalmembrane area that it is used here to
determine the poration time τ.
bb0.5 means that the pore is generated right after the electric ﬁeld is applied.Chol) are not involved in pore formation and stabilization until it has
extended over most of the membrane surface.
3.2. Liquid-disordered domain membranes subjected to an electric ﬁeld
3.2.1. Electroporation of ld domain membranes
Electroporation of the ld_256 domain, that corresponds to the
inverse conﬁguration than the raft-like membrane, has been attempted
and similar results are obtained. First, the electric ﬁeld perturbs almost
exclusively the properties of the disordered region (complementary
proﬁles to those shown in Fig. 1b are obtained). Second, 10 replicas of
the membrane systems have been simulated at different values of the
electric ﬁeld, and in all cases electropores are formed in the ld phase.
Poration times are provided in Table 1, showing a similar behavior
than for the raft-like membrane analyzed above.
Other initial conﬁgurations for coexisting lo/ld membrane systems
have been attempted, and the exclusive generation of pores in the ld
regions reported above is reproduced in all cases. An extreme and
interesting situation is that of a very small ld central patch of 64 DOPC
molecules surrounded by a lo phase consisting in 448 DSPC and 112
Chol molecules (ld_64 domain, see Fig. 5a). Again, the electric ﬁeld
mainly affects to the properties of the disordered phase (see Fig. 5b
for the area per molecule and membrane thickness) before the
electropore is generated. Ten simulation replicas have been performed
at different values for the electric ﬁeld, and the corresponding poration
times are provided in Table 1.
Despite its reduced surface, electropores are formed in the small ld
region of the membrane for the 60 simulated membranes. A typical
sequence of the electroporation process has been detailed in Fig. 6. It
has to be noticed that, as a general behavior, only DOPC molecules are
involved in pore initiation and in the initial stages of hydrophilic pore
construction. This observation is quantiﬁed in Fig. 7 where the tilt
angle distribution for PC species is plotted for the ﬁrst nanosecond
after pore initiation. The tilt angle is taken as the angle between the
z-axis (bilayer normal) and the vector connecting the phosphorous
atom group and the last carbon group of each acyl chain. Fig. 7 clearly
shows that once the pore is formed, most DOPC molecules are already
rotated in order to protect and stabilize the hydrophilic pore, whereas
almost all DSPC lipids still preserve their ‘vertical’ orientation. As long
as the pore grows, the ordered region of themembrane becomes ﬁnally
affected, and someDSPC and Chol molecules also reorient to protect the
pore from water molecules.
Electroporation of such small domains also reveals two aspects that
deserve particular attention. First, visual inspection of the electroporation
Fig. 5. Small ld_64 domain membrane. (a) Voronoi tessellation of a leaﬂet of the small
ld_64 domain membrane systems after 100 ns of simulation (E= 0). Color code: DOPC
(red), DSPC (green) and Chol (cyan). Bottom panels: area per PC (solid) and thickness
(dashed) proﬁles plotted with respect to the center of mass of the central patch. An
average over the last 48 ns has been performed for the case E = 0 (black). For the
simulation with an electric ﬁeld (red, E= 350 mV/nm), the average over 3 ns has been
performed before pore is generated.
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disordered lateral domains. Second, intriguingly, poration times of the
small ld_64 domain are much shorter than those for the raft-like and its
complementary ld_256 domain membrane systems analyzed above.
Both aspects are analyzed in the following subsections.
3.2.2. Domain boundaries are not electroporated
An important aspect needs to be considered before conjecturing
about the electroporation of structured membranes containing regions
with different lipid ordering: the existence of an ordered/disordered
interface. The role of lateral domain boundaries is fundamental in
another mechanism for pore formation observed in membranes at the
phase transition point. Spontaneous ion permeability, measured as
quantized conductance events, was reported a few decades ago in
simple bilayers at a temperature close to the melting transition[29–31]. The physical origin of this ionic conductance is the
spontaneous formation of pores due to thermal membrane area
ﬂuctuations. Area ﬂuctuations are more likely when the membrane is
close to its transition temperature: the work needed to create a pore is
proportional to its lateral compressibility, that in turn is proportional
to the excess heat capacity [32,33]. At the melting transition, heat
capacity reaches a maximum, so permeability by means of transient
membrane ﬂuctuations is enhanced.
Interestingly, the latter mechanism for pore formation has been
found to take placemore likely in the boundaries between the emerging
lipid domains since they display the largest area ﬂuctuations. At the
transition, domain interfaces reach a maximum and permeability is
then signiﬁcantly enhanced. Consistently, permeability has been proved
to be proportional to the length of domain boundaries by Monte Carlo
simulations [34,35].
The simulations performed here correspond to another mechanism
for membrane permeability based on the application of high electric
ﬁelds: electroporation. In this case, the applied ﬁeld besides reducing
the cohesive nature of the bilayer (namely, its area expansivity
modulus), it also strongly disorders the water/membrane interface
and generates water ﬂuctuations. These ﬂuctuations correspond to
groups of a few water molecules that temporary penetrate the mem-
brane. Water ﬂuctuations may either evolve until the full pore is formed
or retract after some time, recovering the initial conﬁguration. This
process has been well described at the molecular level by means of
molecular dynamics simulations [6–10].
The two mechanisms mentioned so far display completely different
characteristics. Thermodynamically driven pores are formed when the
membrane lipid mixture is close to the main gel-liquid transition
(melting transition). Membrane ﬂuctuations are responsible for pore
formation, and their characteristic time scale is of the order of tens of
milliseconds [29–33], so the study of this poration mechanism is
unavailable by means of atomistic molecular dynamics simulations.
On the other hand, electroporation is forced by applying strong electric
ﬁelds. Water ﬂuctuations are then responsible for the initiation of pore
formation and the presence of membrane ﬂuctuations is not required.
The characteristic time scale of thismechanism ranges fromnanoseconds
to microseconds [1–10].
The high occurrence of pore formation in lipid–lipid interfaces found
when the membrane is close to a phase transition deserves also
particular attention in the electroporation context. Actually, even far
from the transition point (as it is the case in the presented simulations),
domain boundaries contribute with a line tension energy penalty and
may act as membrane ‘defects’. Consequently, the formation of a pore
could be expected to be energetically less unfavorable in the domain
boundary than in a homogeneous region of strongly phase-segregated
membranes. Visual inspection of the performed simulations, however,
discards this possibility for the electroporation mechanism: electropores
are initiated in random locations of the disordered regions without any
preference for the domain boundary. Simulations clearly show that lipid
domain boundaries are not electroporated, contrarily with what happens
in the thermodynamic pore formation mechanism. As an example, Fig. 8
shows a snapshot for each lo_256 domain replica at an early stage of
pore initiation. Even for the case of the ld_64 domain, boundaries are
not electroporated: in the 60 simulated replicas of thismembrane system,
pores are initiated in the very middle of the small disordered domain.3.2.3. Smaller domains become electroporated sooner
Although the area of the ld_64domain is about four times smaller than
the area of the ld_256 domain, its average poration time bτN is more than
ﬁve times shorter. This size effect is investigated in more detail by
performing the simulations with different domain sizes (ld_96, ld_128,
ld_192 domains) at the same electric ﬁeld E=350mV/nm. Ten replicas
for each domain size have been performed and the corresponding
poration times are provided in Table 1.
Fig. 6. Electroporation of the small ld_64 domainmembrane. Snapshots for the pore formation and growth processes in the small ld_64 domainmembrane systemwith an applied electric ﬁeld
E=350mV/nm. The stages of pore initiation (panels a), stabilization (panels b) and growth (panels c and d) are plotted. At each time, two views are presented: a surface (x,y)
view, and a0.3nm-thick slice (x,z) view in the y-axis direction traversing themiddle of the simulated system. The same color in Fig. 4 code is used. For clarity,watermolecules are removed in the
(x,y) view.
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domain size: bτN=1.7± 0.6 ns for the ld_64 domain, 3.3± 1.0 ns for
the ld_96 domain, 5.1 ± 1.7 ns for the ld_128 domain, 7.7± 2.5 ns for
the ld_192 domain, 8.7 ± 2.0 ns for the ld_256 domain, and 8.2 ±
2.0 ns for the raft-like domain (see Fig. 9). Despite the small sample of
simulations and the large standard deviations, the results presented in
Fig. 9 reveal a clear and consistent domain size effect in the electro-
poration times, and show that smaller disordered patches are faster to
porate (at least at the nanometric scale used in the simulations and in
the context of high electroporation voltages).
The physical mechanism that explains the unexpectedly short
poration times for the small ld patch bilayers can be understood by
looking at the particular arrangement of water molecules close to the
membrane/water interface (see Fig. 10). Notice that two ‘cones’ of
water molecules are formed at the interface with the small ld_64
patch at both sides of themembrane, even in the absence of any electric
ﬁeld. These water ‘cones’ are perfect precursors of pore-initiating waterFig. 7. Differential tilt distribution during electroporation. Distribution of tilt angles for the
DSPC and DOPC molecules in the small ld_64 patch membrane once the hydrophilic
electropore is already formed (E=350mV/nm). Average over 1 ns has been performed.ﬂuctuations. As stated in the previous section, a water ﬂuctuation
requires that a group of a few water molecules got transiently
‘disconnected’ from the bulk in order to penetrate the membrane. This
is more likely to happen at the tip of the cone-like conﬁguration than
in a planar arrangement of molecules. One of these ﬂuctuations may
eventually traverse the membrane once the electric ﬁeld is applied, so
that electropore initiation is targeted to the disordered lipid region.
The observed systematic occurrence of the initial stages of pore
formation in the very center of the ld_64 domain also supports the latter
argument.
3.3. Conclusions
It is well accepted that the preferential packing of cholesterol and
saturated lipids to form a liquid-ordered phase, segregated from a
liquid-disordered medium rich in unsaturated lipids, underlies lipid
lateral heterogeneity in cell membranes. Consequently, a realistic
description of the electroporation mechanism in cell membranes by
means of MD simulations of lipid membranes must account for the
presence of segregated lo and ld phases.
The systematic set of simulations of structured lipid bilayers presented
here demonstrates that an applied electric ﬁeldmainly perturbs themore
disordered lipid phases, since they display a less cohesive nature than
phases with a higher lipid ordering. The analysis of the electrically
induced modiﬁcations of area per lipid, bilayer thickness, chain ordering
and density proﬁles at different phases of heterogeneous membranes
supports this conclusion. Importantly, and as a main consequence of the
latter, the generation of electropores is systematically observed to take
place in the disordered regions of the membrane.
The fact that disordered membranes become electroporated at
lower electric potentials than ordered bilayers was proven bymolecular
dynamics simulations [9] and may anticipate some of the results
reported in this paper. However, there is an important element that
should be considered in the study of the electroporation of structured
membranes: the existence of an ordered/disordered interface. Domain
boundaries between lipid lateral domains contribute with a line tension
energy penalty and may act as membrane ‘defects’. Consequently,
the formation of a pore could be expected to be energetically less
unfavorable in the domain boundary than in a homogeneous region of
the membrane. Actually, in the context of thermodynamically driven
Fig. 8. Domain boundaries are not electroporated. Snapshots corresponding to the initial stages of pore formation for each one of the 10 replicas of the ld_256 domain (E=350mV/nm).
A surface (x,y) view is provided. The same color in Fig. 4 code is used. For clarity, water molecules are removed.
820 R. Reigada / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1838 (2014) 814–821pore formation (lipid bilayers close to a lipid phase transition), the
likelihood of ﬁnding a membrane pore is found to be maximum at
domain boundaries. The observations from the performed simulations,
however, discard this possibility for the electroporation mechanism:
electropores are initiated in random locations of the disordered regions
without any preference for the domain boundary.
At this point it is important to notice that the reported preference for
disordered regions does not mean that ordered phases cannot be
electroporated. Actually, there is a large experimental evidence of
electroporation of liquid-ordered and gel membrane phases, and
molecular dynamics also provide some examples [9]. The precise
conclusion that has to be extracted from the reported simulations is
that in the context of electroporation (high voltages) of membranes
displaying lo/ld coexistence, the disordered regions are porated much
sooner than the ordered ones, and this could be relevant in the context
of electroporation techniques using short pulses at the nanosecond
scale. In this situation, the disordered regions of the membrane are
more likely to be porated than the ordered ones.Fig. 9. Smaller domains are easier to electroporate. Average of the electroporation times
(over 10 replicas for each system) for the different structured membranes simulated in
this paper. Errors bars correspond to the standard deviation.The simulations also show a dependence of the electroporation
times with the size of the disordered domains. Interestingly, smaller ld
domains display shorter electroporation times and this observation
has been justiﬁed by the cone-like arrangement of adjacent water
molecules. According to the obtained electroporation times, this ﬁnding
could be also relevant for electroporation techniques using high electric
ﬁelds and very short pulses (in the scale of few nanoseconds) that have
recently generated intense interest for their use in cancer treatments
[36].
The ﬁndings reported in this paper indicate that the induction of
electropores in vivo does not happen randomly on the cell
membrane surface but preferentially on its smaller and more
disordered lateral domains, so that electro-induced pore-mediated
transport processes may locally affect speciﬁc regions of the cell. This
conclusion may have a relevant signiﬁcance in the experimental
application of cell electroporation in vivo.Fig. 10.Poration is targeted to the ld_64domain by awater cone. Cone-like arrangement of
water molecules (yellow beads) after 100 ns of equilibration of the small ld_64 patch
membrane system (no external electric ﬁeld). DOPC molecules forming the ld domain
are plotted using red sticks.
821R. Reigada / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1838 (2014) 814–821Finally, it is important to notice that the limitations of the standard
all-atom MD technique determine the context of applicability of the
reported results and conclusions. First, all-atom MD simulations are
restricted to simulation times of a few hundred of nanoseconds, much
shorter than the typical thermodynamically driven poration times in
the scale ofmilliseconds. Even theuse of coarse-grainedMDsimulations
is far from themillisecond’s challenge (e.g. MARTINI [37] simulations of
relatively large membrane patches reach several microseconds).
Another important drawback of standardMD simulations is the control
of the pH of the membrane solution. pH is recognizably one important
factor that affects membrane behavior and stability. For example, the
melting temperature of a lipid membrane depends on pH [38]. In the
context of electroporation, pH at the aqueous environment nearby the
membrane can be altered by the presence of external electric ﬁelds
and this, in turn, may affect both the charge distributions at the
membrane/water interface and the thermodynamic stability of the
lipid mixture [39]. However, despite its undeniable importance, pH is
usually ignored in molecular dynamics due to its high complexity in
terms of modeling. To overcome this problem, constant-pH MD
methodologies where the pH is a control parameter of the simulation
are being developed [40,41]. In these approaches the protonation states
of ionizable groups are allowed to change dynamically during the MD
simulation, and are obtained from a combination of continuum
electrostatics calculations and a Monte Carlo simulation of protonation
equilibrium. These methods have been successfully applied to proteins
(see for example [42]) but little work has been published so far for
lipid bilayers (see [43] for simulations of fatty acids aggregates using
the MARTINI force ﬁeld). Concluding, the presented simulations and
the corresponding conclusions are valid in the context electroporation
(high voltages/fast pore formation) of phase-segregated lo/ld lipid
membranes (far from the segregation transition) at a ﬁxed pH where
the zwiterionic lipid molecules are neutral. The study of poration
phenomena in the proximity to a phase transition and/or the inﬂuence
of pH on the poration process are beyond the scope of this work.
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